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CURRENTLV, NO HARMFUL EVENTS HAVE EVER HAPPENEO WE PRESUME THERE ARE NO OANGERS
OR RISKS UNOER CORRECT USE OF THE EQUIPMENT, EQUIPMENT ANO MACHINES LAVING IN THE
OEPARTMENT AS PER REGULATION

If a risky situation not covered in this document emerges,staff and students are required to promptly
notify it to the managementof the school.

If not immediately eliminated, this source of risk will be reported in a new issue of the present
documento

For the latter reason, everyone is kindly invited to read the latest version of this document shown in
the appropriate spacesin each laboratory.

This document defines the behavioral criteria to be observed during laboratory activities and informs
about the inner risk sources of the activities in order to avoid or minimize dangerous situations for
people, and to operate in safeconditions.

The operating procedures to be implemented when using machinery, equipment and tools are also
reported.

Z. GENERALRULES

Pupils can enter the laboratory with the basic PPE(Personal protective equipment) (suit or shirt
tightly fastened and glasses),strietly necessarystationery materiaI, personal measuring tools (pocket
caliber);

The laboratory equipment must be taken from the cabinets by the technical assistant or by the
teacherswho check its integrity and functionality.

For a shortage or damageto equipment, usersmust fili in the permanent laboratory diary in addition
to the report to be sent to the headmaster(to avoid overlapping reports)

Any particular or prolonged use of the available equipment must be agreed in advance between the
teachers usingthe laboratory.

The start-up and useof machinesor equipment by the students must be done exclusively assistedby
a teacher. At the end of the lessonsali the teaching material, instruments and tools must be put in
order and ready to be usedagain.

Before each aetivity or when necessary,teachers must recall safety notions regarding the possible
operations in the laboratory and the principles of LegislativeDecree81/08; information must also be
guaranteed with regard to the procedures relating to fire prevention and evacuation as indicated by
signsand labels.

Teacherswill have to explain in depth, within each teaching unit that ìncludes the use of equipment,
the prevention and protection measuresto be taken before carrying out operations and maneuvers
on the machinesin compliancewith current regulations.

3. BEHAVIOR IN THE LABORATORIES

Safetymust alwaysbe guaranteed during eachoperation and haspriority over alilaboratory activities.

A) students entering the laboratory must be accompaniedby the teacher in charge and equipped
with the PPEindispensable,pocket caliber and strictly necessarystationery.
B)they must not eat, drink, smokeon the premisesor useceli phones.

C)During normal classes, accessis allowed only to the forms indicated on the entrance prospeetus



D) Respect promptly and properly, prohibitions, prescriptions or warnings that highlight dangerous
conditions

E) Keep a professional behaviour while carrying out activities, in particular during:

the handling of components, tools, equipment and assembly phases of prototypes and / or
equipment

the testing and measurement phases.

F) Before using pressure systems, you must test and verify conditions

G) The acetylene and oxygen cylinders as well as the pipes must be easily identifiable. with colored
band and equipped with flame stop valve.

H) Make sure that the fire-fighting equipment is easily accessibie without obstacles and that the safe
exit routes are clear of any obstacles

I) Arrange for ali equipment and components no longer suitable for the activity to be moved from the
departments

4. BEHAVIOR Al WORKSlAllONS

Strictly follow the instructions given by the teacher

4.1 PRECEDINGPHASE

A)Set up workstations and / or machineswith the instruments, accessories,equipment, tools and
components strictly necessaryfor carrying out activities.

B)Checkthat the "fixed protections" that prevent accessto moving parts are present on the machines.

Cl Checkthat the "movable protections", in caseof opening, remain connected to the machinesand
are associatedwith devicesthat control stopping and starting in safety conditions.

D)Checkthat the "adjustable protections" eliminate the risk of projecting objects.

E)Checkthat the interruption and subsequent return of electricity does not result in the automatic
restart of the machine.

F)Checkthe easyand immediate accessibilityof the stop and emergencyequipment and their
efficiency.

G)Checkthe condition of the power cords (they must not show anysaggingof the external insulation)
and the existenceof the earth connection of the metal parts.

H)Checkthe good state of useof electrical appliances(switches,buttons, etc.).

I) Checkthat the plug branchesare equippedwith switches upstream.

J) Checkthe efficiency of the smokeextraction system.

K)Checkthe efficiency of the rubber pipesof the oxyacetylenewelding gases.



4.2 WORKING PHASE

A) Operate in the laboratories only if you are in satisfactory psychophysicalconditions.

B)Adequate and efficient personalprotective equipment must beworn during processingactivities,
asexpresslyindicated on the signs

- if you haveto handle objects or processingresiduesthat involve risksof cuts, you must wear gloves.

- those who weld electrically must wear insulating gloves,face shields(masks),footboards and
insulating footwear. In anycase,you must work with the utmost attention and keepyour face at a
safedistance.

C) To usethe machinesstrictly following the instructions teachersgiveyou
and/ or the instructions contained in the usermanual (if present).

Keysand tools not mounted on board must alwaysbe kept away from the machineworking area.

D)Usetools, measuringinstruments and the equipment supplied only for the proper functions and
within the limits for which they were manufactured.

E)At the end of eachactivity, the workstation and / or the machinemust be tidied up. In particular:

Switchingoff the station power supply

Disablingother forms of work energy (or pressurizedfluids)

Returnof tools, equipment, tools and anything else used

Clean the machine and / or workstation from processingand oily residues

It is explicitly forbidden to remove the safety protections

If anomaliesare found in the operation of the machinesand / or equipment, open the circuit with the
appropriate emergencybutton and promptly notify the teacher.

S. SPECIFICINSTRUCTIONS FORTEACHERS

A Laboratory activity involves some intrinsic dangers that constitute a risk and can be transformed
into damage,with appropriate prevention and protection measures,danger and risk can be reduced
to a reasonablelevel.
Remind students of the responsibility to use individuai protective equipment. Explain this regulation
to students by verifying their knowledge. In addition to what is stated in the previous pages, the
minimum safety requirements are therefore recalled

A) Respectand enforce ali the describedbehavior rules

B)Make sure that the fire-fighting equipment is easily accessiblewithout obstacles and that the
outdoor path isclear of any obstacle.

C)Give laboratory behavior rules for the singleactivities and exposethis regulation

D)Verify that the tools, utensilsand ali equipment are suitable



E)Give specific instructions to students to perform the exercises safely

F) Provide, if necessary, the means of individuai protection. Organize the activity in the laboratory so
that the working spaces are sufficient to guarantee working people's movement safety

G) Remind students they must use individuai protective equipment

H) Forbid access to cabinets to any unauthorized person

I) Check that the machine protections are installed and efficient

L) Verify the existence and efficiency of the laboratory differential

6. SPECIFICINSTRUCTIONSFORTECHNICALASSISTANTS

The technical staff must respect and enforce the rules described above

A) To execute maintenance, follow the instructions contained in the machine instruction manual

B) Barring and / or signaling in an appropriate manner broken or maintainable machines .. It is
forbidden to use those that are out of order (because they do not comply with safety regulations) or
those present in the departments for educational demonstration purposes.

C) Periodically check the efficiency of the differential switches using the test button.

D) Periodically check, for gas-fired systems, the state of use and expiration of the pipes

E)When working on electric machines, always open the power supply circuit in advance and display
appropriate signs (sign) bearing the words "machine under maintenance"

F) Keep the machines efficient and clean from processing and / or oily residues; periodically make
sure that the containers or tanks of oily residues and / or emulsions are dean

G) Periodically replace the fluid

H) Periodically check the state of lubrication of the machine parts

H) It is explicitly forbidden to clean, oil, grease, repair or manually fine-tune the organs and elements
of the machines while in motion

J) It is explicitly forbidden to remove the safety guards
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